FIELD-PORTABLE XRF:
A GEOCHEMIST’S DREAM?
field generally involves little sample preparation beyond the removal
of a weathered surface or the digging of a trench to reach a target
soil horizon. There are some obvious advantages associated with such
portable technology:

Recalling back several decades to my undergraduate field training,
high-tech involved a Brunton compass, black-and-white air photos,
and perhaps dragging a theodolite over the mountains of northwestern
Wyoming. Well, technology has certainly brought much change in the
methods geologists use for collecting and interpreting data in the field.
GPS location determinations, GIS software run on “ruggedized” tablet
computers, and easy access to satellite images represent some of the
more obvious advances in the field geologist’s toolkit. One technology
that many readers might not be so familiar with is the field-portable
X-ray fluorescence (pXRF) device, an analytical tool that has experienced rapid uptake in recent years. Such devices weigh only a couple of
kilograms, can rapidly quantify most elements heavier than aluminum,
and often provide limits of detection reaching the low micrograms/
gram range (FIG. 1).

 Data are obtained in real time within a period of a minute or two (no
need to collect samples, submit them for analysis, and wait for results).
 Data are collected in situ (effectively eliminating laboratory blank
problems).
 The method is by its very nature nondestructive (of critical importance
for rare samples, such as cultural heritage objects).
For an in-depth review of pXRF technology, I point the reader to a tome
edited by Potts and West (2008) on this subject.
Technological advances both in the generation of the excitation X-rays
as well as the quantification of the resulting fluorescence spectra have
greatly encouraged the uptake of pXRF technology. Miniaturized X-ray
tubes, providing adequate brightness while remaining compatible with
battery-derived power, have supplanted earlier radioactive X-ray sources.
Perhaps more important has been the development of Si(PIN) detectors,
now commonly supplanted by silicon drift detectors, these having obviated the need for cumbersome cryostats, which were required in the
early years. New features, including touch-screen color displays, wireless
data transfer, advanced factory software for spectral deconvolution,
and automated integration of Bluetooth-delivered GPS data, have all
contributed to the interest in this technology. Instrument manufacturers have developed both handheld and portable benchtop models
to satisfy diverse user demands (FIG. 2A, B). Such rapid developments in
both analytical capabilities and user friendliness point towards pXRF
becoming a fundamental tool in a very broad range of fields, including:






Example of a pXRF instrument being used to investigate the chemical
composition of a soil profile. The quantitative results are reported on
the instrument’s display. IMAGE COURTESY OF GWENDY HALL, GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF C ANADA

FIGURE 1

Regardless of the rapid growth in utilization, a nagging question
remains: how well do pXRF data fit the real-world needs of the geoscience community? A recent study addressing this issue was published by
Kenna et al. (2011), who compared pXRF data to the “true” concentration values for a suite of sediment and soil reference materials (RMs).
Although they did report examples of significant drift in instrument

A few years back, my interest in pXRF technology was piqued by stories of hordes of workers being dispatched to survey entire tropical
river basins. The strategy was to systematically survey the entire length
of each and every tributary, with the hope of fi nding a geochemical
anomaly in the river sediments that might reveal some previously
unknown natural treasure. Often anomalies will be on the scale of a
few tens of micrograms/gram of some high-value element, whereas readings from elsewhere remain “below the detection limit.” This strategy
obviously leads to concerns about the robustness of the data from such
handheld devices. Could a false positive result in large expenditures
for acquiring prospecting claims where no economic resource exists?
Could a false negative lead to a valuable resource being overlooked?

A

Portable XRF devices have existed for well over a decade—early reviews
by Potts et al. (1995) and Argyraki et al. (1997) are worth consulting.
Such field-portable devices work on the same, well-established principles
as larger, laboratory-size instruments. Basically, a sample is excited by
primary X-rays, which cause it to fluoresce at characteristic wavelengths,
the intensity of a given spectral line being roughly proportional to the
concentration of the corresponding element in the target. In the case of
portable devices, data are acquired using an energy-dispersive detector,
and it is not uncommon that low-intensity lines are significantly overlapped by high-intensity spectral peaks with similar wavelengths.
Obviously such overlaps must be corrected for. The pXRF approach
differs from lab-based hardware not only in the size of the apparatus
but also by the fact that the analysis of geochemical samples in the
E LEMENTS

mineral prospecting by field geologists
ore-grade evaluation at processing plants
site contamination and remediation surveys
art and cultural heritage fingerprinting
metal recycling, scrap sorting, and precious metal assaying
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(A) Portable XRF instrument mounted under a table for on-site
chemical analysis of drill core samples. IMAGE COURTESY OF GWENDY HALL
(B) Handheld device being used to survey soil contamination at a former industrial
site. IMAGE COURTESY OF M. H. R AMSEY, UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX

FIGURE 2
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sensitivity as a function of time, these authors found reasonably good
agreement between the pXRF data for 31 elements and the established
values for the 10 RMs they studied.

Not surprisingly, the instruments provided varying degrees of data
quality. No single instrument was found to provide consistently superior data across the range of rock types and elements. The benchtop
and handheld models were not found to systematically differ in their
data quality. It was also shown that instrument drift and background
issues need close attention, including the role of the thin foils often
used to protect the samples. The most important conclusion was that
relying on factory-set calibrations puts the user at risk of unreliable,
or even systematically wrong data. The CAMIRO report recommended
that users pay close attention to the need to recalibrate their pXRF
instrument using well-characterized RMs. Such calibration sets are now
becoming available from RM providers, and these need to be used if the
user wants accurate data (FIG. 4); using them should lead to significantly
improved data quality.

A good understanding of the performance parameters of pXRF instrumentation is of crucial importance to the mining industry. For this
reason, the Canadian Mining Industry Research Organization (CAMIRO)
sponsored a study, funded by 31 companies involved in the mining
sector, with the goal of establishing empirical performance parameters
for pXRF technology (Hall et al. 2011). With its 171-page report and
equally voluminous material in the five appendices, the CAMIRO Phase
I study provides an amazingly detailed picture of what one can expect
from pXRF instrumentation. Hall et al. (2011) looked at five devices
that had been provided by instrument manufacturers, including three
handheld instruments and two portable benchtop models. Each of
these units was used to analyze 41 well-characterized RMs spanning
a spectrum of compositions as diverse as soils, stream sediments, gabbros, and even pitchblende ore. Concentration data were recorded for
all elements that a given instrument reported (typically around 45 or
50 elements per analysis), and this exercise was conducted using both
the “soil” and the “ore” factory-set calibrations provided by each of
the instruments. The
pXRF data sets were
A
plotted against the
“assigned” concentration values for the
given material, and
each of these plots
was evaluated for
slope, intercept, and
the r2 -defi ned scatter
of the data from the
best-f it reg ression
(FIG. 3A, B).

An example of a suite of reference materials for field calibration of
pXRF devices. Each packet contains six plastic wells, each of which
contains a pressed powder disk made from a certified reference material; each disk is
covered by a thin plastic foil to make it suitable for rugged field conditions. IMAGE
COURTESY OF M IKE M CWHA , A FRICAN M INERAL STANDARDS

FIGURE 4

The CAMIRO Phase I report will soon appear at www.appliedgeochemists.org for public download. I strongly recommend this as essential
reading to anyone interested in pXRF technology. The CAMIRO Phase II
study is already completed—certainly, it too will provide much fascinating reading when it is released to the public in August 2013.
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Examples of data plots from the CAMIRO Phase I study. (A) Potassium
determined using “Handheld A” operating in mining mode. The data
show very good correlation, but the slope indicates a systematic offset by a factor
of 3.6. (B) Niobium determined by “Benchtop A” operated in soil mode. The data
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indicated by the vertical error bars. The colors identify different material types.
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